Under the current Administration, the U.S. has been unnecessarily exposed to the crisis of global energy insecurity.

The American people are left beholden to foreign producers, exposed to chronic grid failures and blackouts, and crushed under the weight of energy inflation. The situation is just as dire on the world stage as American interests are subordinated to dependence on foreign producers and the embrace of woke climate alarmism. The result is that the American people, American interests, and American allies and partners are all undermined by the dubious war on climate change. This is the direct consequence of a refusal to unleash American energy abundance and embrace the innovations of American entrepreneurs. The American people realize that our current crisis largely represents a false choice between prosperity or environmental progress.

The U.S. has achieved and can continue to achieve both.

Congress and the Biden Administration have the authority and the tools to reject this false choice and once again unleash American energy abundance to reduce inflation, reinvigorate American industry, expand access to affordable and reliable energy, and power a new era of American prosperity and environmental progress.
Enact Comprehensive Permitting Reform
America’s energy future depends on a predictable and efficient regulatory environment that provides certainty for investors and developers. Policies must secure the ability to access domestic resources and build modern infrastructure without unnecessary and costly hurdles.

End the Politicization and Weaponization of Capital
Federal policies that advance the so-called Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) agenda restrict investment, undermine American energy security, threaten retirement savings, and raise consumer costs.

Protect America’s Energy Grid
Government intervention that aims to shut down important baseload generation resources threatens the reliability and resilience of the U.S. energy grid and jeopardizes America’s competitiveness and quality of life for millions.

Create a Level Playing Field in which All Sources of Energy can Compete
Government regulations and subsidies aimed at picking winners and losers impair the market-driven efficiencies and innovation needed to ensure abundant, affordable energy. When competition determines the best technologies and businesses, consumers pay lower prices and avoid blackouts resulting from failed central planning.

Open Federal Lands for Resource Development
Unleashing domestic resources is the best way to safeguard American energy security, enhance shared prosperity, and safeguard the environment.

Secure American Supply Chains for Critical Minerals and Uranium
The future of America’s energy security and independence, as well as its national security, increasingly depends upon reliable access to these resources.

Reverse the Activist Climate Agenda Takeover of the Federal Government
Unelected bureaucrats who advance an ideological climate agenda at the expense of pragmatic policy solutions perpetuate government overreach, suffocate economic growth, and fail to solve environmental challenges.

The U.S. produces clean, reliable energy. American energy exports undercut adversarial nations, provide additional energy security to our allies, and increase prosperity.

Expedite Nuclear Technology Deployment
American nuclear innovations are clean, reliable sources of baseload power and energy security.

Stop the Politicization of the Strategic Petroleum Reserve
America’s energy security is not a political price-fixing tool or an offset for bad fiscal policy.